SUBVERSIVE BILL GOES TO THE HOUSE
By Peggy Vreelaiid
A bill banning the use of state
facilities by “ known agents of
subversive groups* was intro
duced in the House of Repre
sentatives today. The H o u s e
Rules Committee agreed late
yesterday to allow the bill to be
introduced.
The introduction of the bill,
sponsored by Republican Repre
sentative Saul Feldmah of Man
chester, climaxed almost a week
o f controversy, agruments and
protests throughout the state and
precipitated verbal clashes be
tween officials in Concord and
Durham.
After a state-wide controversy
last spring when Communist
WORKER Editor James Jackson
appeared in the UNH Field House
against the wishes of Governor
John W. King, King informed the
people of New Hampshire in No
vember that he would “ expect a
bill toprohibit Communist speak
ers from speaking at ta x-su p 
ported institutions to be intro
duced in the next session of the
Legislature, and if it is passed

I will assuredly sign it.*
Feldman proposed such a bill
to the New Hampshire House of
Representatives (see below for
text of bill) and yesterday the
Rules Committee agreed by a ma
jority vote to suspend the rules
allow the bill, which was filed
after the deadline for introduc
ing new legislation without spe
cial permission, to go to the
House,
After being filed in the legis
lature today the bill was referred
to the House Education Com
mittee, The committee is ex
pected to hold a public hearing on
the bill next Wednesday at the
same time that the Rules Com
mittee had planned a hearing.

Peterson sent a letter to Gov
ernor King asking for his opinion
as to the advisability of permit
ting the bill to be filed in the
House.
Thursday, February 11:
At a news conference, House
Speaker Walter R. Peterson Jr,
of Peterborough, called for a full
airing of the speaker ban question
and whether the 1965 Legislature
should consider it. He announced
that a public hearing would be

The following is a roundup of VOL. 54
events leading to the House Rules
action last night:
Having been discouraged by
speaker Peterson and Majority
Leader Alexander M. Taft from
introducing the bill. Rep, Feld
man disclosed that he would at
tempt to enter it even though the
closing date of entry had passed.

Editorial
h Mustn’t Happen Here
A t quarter to three in the afternoon o f June 25, 1963,
William Friday, president o f the University o f North Carolina
at Raleigh^ heard on the radio that a law which would prohibit
certain persons from speaking at State supported institutions
had been introduced in the State’s House o f Representatives. It
was the first word he had heard about such a law.
There was no time to do anything. Before President Friday
could get to the capitol and speak to friends and influential
representatives, the House, by suspending rules, had transmitted
the law by messenger to the Senate which was about to convene
in late afternoon session.
By mid-morning o f the next day. House Bill 1395 was law.
It read in part:
. . No college or university which receives any state
funds . . . Shall permit any person to use the facilities of
such college or university for speaking purposes, who: (A )
Is a known member o f the Communist Party; (B ) Is known
to advocate the overthrow o f the constitution o f the United
States or the State o f North Carolina; (C ) Has pleaded the
Fifth Amendment . . . in refusing to answer questions with
respect to Communist or subversive connections . . . ”
The University o f North Carolina had two conflicting tasks
before them: (1) insure compliance with the new law, and (2)
fight and repeal the new law.
They settled task one by defining just what House Bill
1395 meant, (e.g.. what is a member of the Communist Party?
American Communist Party only? Of Great Britain? France?
E tc ? ) In one breath they issued a policy statement pledging
their enforcement of the law through Trustees, faculty, and
students, and in another issued statements like the following:
“ The discussion and passing o f House Bill 1395 is a step
toward substitution o f politically controlled indoctrination for
partially objective education. Regulation o f speakers on this
campus and on any campus should be left, along with other
matters o f educational policy, to the Trustees, the administra
tion, and the faculty.”
The University o f North Carolina is still fighting.
Political tampering with the educational process can, in a
very short time, drastically lower the quality o f higher educa
tion. It can do nothing but frighten both faculty and students
so that they no longer say just what they want to say.
The following two cases are chosen from many which oc
curred at North Carolina following the passage o f House Bill
1395.
In the spring o f 1963, arrangements were made fo r Dr.
J.B. Hildane to speak on the University o f North Carolina cam
pus in the fall. Dr. Hildane is a scientist connected with the
Genetics and Biometry Laboratory of the government o f Orissa
in India. In 1963, the Wall Street Journal and the U.S. News
and World Report referred to him as “ the distinguished British
philosopher-scientist.”
Dr. Hildane indicated to the University possible subjects he
would deal with in his lectures there. They were o f a highly
technical nature Imd represented thinking in genetics and appli
cation o f mathematics and statistics to research genetics.
Before his visit, however. House Bill 1395 became law.
Dr. Hildane had been chairman o f the editorial board o f the
Daily Worker in England from 1940 until 1949. Though the Uni
versity o f North Carolina knew that this wouldn’t necessarily
make him a “ known member o f the Commimist Party” , they
had no alternative but to make sure.
In a letter to him was, o f course, the question, “ If we could
have a reply at an early date regarding your present status
with the Communist Party, I (a dean at North Carolina) will
know hoiw to proceed with our plans.”
Dr. Hildane’s reply surprised no one.
(Continued on page 5)

NO. 16

held on February 24 by the Rules
Committee,
Peterson also called for Gov
ernor King to state his views on
the issue and said that he would
vote to introduce the bill, even
though he was opposed to it.
Peterson believes the trustees
should handle the matter. “ I have
confidence in the judgement of the
Board of Trustees to adequately
deal with the matter of speakers
at the State University,* he said.

THURSDAY

The Speaker said he would vote
to allow the bill to be intro
duced to the House because he
“ believes that the Governor is
entitled to have any bill, which
he believes to be necessary for
the sound operation of the Uni
versity, c o n s i d e r e d by the
House.*
Friday, February 12:
Governor King sent a letter to
the House Speaker reiterating his
(Continued on page 12)
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King Softens Professors Against
Budget Cut Back AlcConnell
$1.5 M illio n

Governor John W, King in
creased his recommendation for
the UNH budget by $1.5 million
yesterday. In his first budget
message his recommendation
was $2,5 million less than the
University requested.
The Governor’ s i n c r e a s e
makes his request for the com
bined operational budget of the
three University campuses $14.2
million.
King and legislative leaders
said they would seek a cigarette
tax increase of 1 1/2 cents,
rather than the 1 cent increase
originally proposed to help fi
nance the change.
Governor King originally want
ed the increase paid out of a three
million dollar budget surplus un
covered by the Republican party.
The House Ways and Means Com
mittee later held a hearing on the
tax boost. There was much oppo
sition from retail and wholesale
businessmen.
Republican legislative leaders
said that they would go along with
the increase only if tied to an ad
ditional 1/2 cent tax to the origin
al 1 cent increase in cigarettes.
The original budget sought by
the University was $15,612,000.
(Continued on page 9)

Students Meet
To Oppose Bill
A Student movement to oppose
the Feldman anti-free speech bill
has begun.
The immediate objective o f the
large, sem i-form ed group is to
contact the State Representatives
of New Hampshire and express
upon them their distaste with the
bill.
Efnphasis will be on working in
cooperation with the faculty and
President McConnell.
An open meeting of students
specifically interested and will
ing to contact their State Repre
sentatives will be held tomorrow
(Friday) in the Memorial Union
Lobby at 4:30 p.m.
Efforts will be made to ex
pand the committee which o rg ^ iz e s on Friday so that it
includes practically every stu
dent on campus who-wishes to
join with the administration in
opposing and hopefully defeat
ing the Feldman Bill,
Contact with indivudal hous
ing units will be made to help
accomplish this.

By Judy Newton and
Lois Daigle

More than 250 faculty members
pledged “ complete support* to UNH
trustees and administration in
their efforts to oppose the Feldman
speaker - ban legislation barring
the use of state facilities by “ sub
versive* speakers.
The faculty issued a resolution
stating their “ unalterable opposi
tion* to legislative measures re
stricting freedom of enquiry and
speech at a special meeting
President John W . McConnell
Tuesday.
The text of the resolution a- such legislation inevitably leads to
“ other kinds of legislation affecting
dopted by the faculty reads:
“ The faculty of the University the jurisdiction of the trustees and
Is unequivocally opposed to any faculty over other parts of the
legislation that limits the pre institution’ s program.*
The faculty also empowered the
sent responsibilities of the Board
of Trustees of the University, and Faculty Council to appoint one or
particularly, is unalterably in op more members to represent the
position to legislation that abridges faculty at any legislative hearings’
the Board’ s policies regarding and to present testimony “ that
freedom of enquiry and freedom of
(Continued on page 5)
speech. It pledges its complete
support to the Trustees and the
Administration in their efforts to
combat such legislation,*
Before approving the resolution,
the faculty heard UNH President
John W, McConnell outline the
basis of the University’ s opposition
B y Marcia Feldman
to legislation which would ban
The IBM machine, with the aid of
“ subversive speakers from ap Registrar Owen B, Durgin and his
pearing at state supported facili staff, processed the schedules of
ties.*
4,700 students at UNH this semes
President McConnell added that ter.
in addition to the threat the bill
In one way or another, that is.
poses to “ an intellectual heritage
There are various stories cir
o f free enquiry and free speech, culating about the outcome of the
the bill represents a legislative machine registration. One is about
intrusion into an area “ where trus a fellow who was scheduled for
tees, the administration and the forty-five credit hours. Also one
faculty have historically deter f e m a l e
student received one
mined the educational programs of course - a one credit badminton
the institution.*
class.
President McConnell added that
Registrar Durgin verified these
whimsical tales, provided rea
sons, and ejqplained other prob
lems in the IBM registration.
Durgin said that the “ quality of
The Feldman Bill reads:
the input data caused the greatest
“ ...No state agency, univer
problem when we began to organize
sity, school or other state insti
the material to be fed into the
tution or agency deriving finan
machine.
cial support in whole or in part
“ Some of the preliminary sche
f r o m the appropriations of
dules were so bad we had to write
moneys collected by state taxa
a separate program,* he added.
tion shall make available to, or
According to Durgin, students
permit any official, representa
filed for courses that never existed
tive or member of a subversive in the catalogue. Many failed to
organization to use its facilities include the labs that go along with
or its prem ises...
certain courses.
“ Willful violation of para
Men students, for instance,*
graph (a) of this subsection shall Durgin said, “ didn’ t register for
constitute cause for removal ROTC drill after they signed up for
from public office by the Gover
the class,*
nor and Council.
“ We lost eight people who didn’t
“ This act shall take effect on
transpose their student number
passage.*
(Continued on page 12)

Some Sm iles,
Some Sobs

Feldman Bill
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Spirit
The Spirit of a University campus is a funny thing. It is
something that cannot be understood by those who have never
been a part o f it. It is something that cannot be felt by someone
who has been away from the campus fo r only a few years.
Parents do not understand when their children learry pos
ters o f protest. Parents cannot understand why their sons and
daughters want to listen to views that oppose their own.
The academic life lives on this spirit. It lives on the new
ness o f the semester and the excitement o f a new year. It lives
bn the intensity o f study and on the pressure o f exams. This
spirit can be destroyed and such a law as proposed by Repre
sentative Feldman would destroy it.
UNH has stood for a long time as a campus o f academic
freedom. A place where professors can teach without fear o f
interference in their courses. A place where students can stand
fo r a cause without fear o f expulsion. A place where depart
where speakers can come, speak on any aspect o f education, and
be received intelligently with enthusiasm and interest without
the fear of being thrown from their pilatform fo r a conviction
that they hold.
In 1959 the President and the Trustees o f UNH were
awarded the Alexander Meiklejohn Academic Freedom Award
fo r maintaining the freedom fo r the meimibers o f the University
community, by the American Association o f University Profes
sors. The award first given in 1959, is given once each year by
the national A A U P to those who maintain academic freedom.
The President and the Trustees have fought to maintain
freedom in the past and they are fighting to maintain it now.
The freedom is necessary to the workings o f the campus and is
necessary to the spirit o f its people.
Every element o f the campus and the academically inter
ested elements o f the state must speak out against a possible
law that will destroy the spirit o f education. Students should
write their parents and explain what is really happening. They
should talk to the people o f their towns and convince them that
the “ Feldman Bill” must be defeated.
Tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. students who are .specifically interes
ted in contacting and talking to representatives and other people
in the state have been asked to meet in the Memorial Union
lobby so that an organized and efficient approach can be taken.
I f you are willing to help, go to the meeting, find out the latest
developments, and then convey these to people in the state
over the weekend.
The bill, if made law, would destroy the mechanical w ord
ings and the spirit that makes educational inquiry possible.
EPT

S a n n »l| ire
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Letter
Much To Lose
To the Editor:
What lies out there? What is
out there and what is beyond?
These are the questions that man
has been asking himself since he
first became aware of the forces
which shape his existence. These
are the questions which, once
answered, shall be-his fullfillment.
The s e a r c h for truth, the
search for knowledge is and al
ways has been an integral part
o f man. This search must not,
can not stop, for once it does
man’ s very purpose for existence
ceases, and he can only slip once
again into the muck and mire that
gave him birth.

It is imperative that this search
for truth remain untrammeled,
free from any unnecessary re
striction, It must be an un
hampered search, if that truth
is ever to be found.
Only those who fear the truth
would deny its search. If *he
search for knowledge and truth
is unnecessarily hampered, the
result can only be stagnation. One
lesson man should have learned
from history is that once a society
stops searching for the truth,
once it limits its horizons, it
decays and sinks into oblivion.
It has happened time and time
again. It has never failed, nor
will it. Once men become satis
fied, once they become com
placent with the old ideas and be
gin to resist change, then they
are swept away by the tide of his
tory. Man must seek new hori
zons continuously and learn to
adapt to them, discarding that
which is outdated like an old pair
o f shoes.
» Today, man is on the verge
of pushing out into the universe,
HOW do you do? My name is Cecelia Long Marsh. I hope of understanding the forces which
I’m not late. I’m a Rushee.
shape his environment, and of
Where should I pin my identification card? Really. Like penetrating one of the greatest
right where you girls pin your nice medals? They’re not medals? frontiers, the human mind. He is
They’re fraternity pins? Gee, Fm awfully sorry.
Tea? Yes, thank you, I’d love another cup o f tea. It’s only exploring the ocean depths, split
ting the atom, and devising means
my tenth cup tonight. I love tea.
Is my uniform alright? My uniform, you know, my sheathe to control the weather. A ll these
and heels, I was told to dress this way. Are they alright? Do I things and much, much more,
so real today, were but dreams
look enough like everyone else here?
Seriously, what are my chances o f getting in? Will the a few years ago. Yet man is only
at the threshold, only at the very
other girls like me?
Yes, the house certainly is beautiful. And the girls all seem beginning. He is only starting
to employ some of his great po
so nice. They’re all so natural.
I really want to know. It means so much to me. I want to tential. Yet will man go on to
be cool, like you and all your sisters. W ill I get in? Look, I’m exploit this beginning or will he
pretty, and major in English Education. I don’t do anything. choose to ignore it and fall back
Yes, I thought you’d like that.
on what he already has? Will he
What? Don’t be silly. Of course I wouldn’t go out with continue the search for truth or
anyone who wasn’t in a fraternity. What do you think I am, will he choose the more comfor
different?
table path to stagnation and ruin?
Yes, I’d love another cup o f tea.
This decision must be made, and
DHC the choice seems obvious.
Yet there are those in a posi
tion to influence that choice who
^ tH a ^ ia r a p s lfir c
seem to prefer the path to stag
nation. They seek to limit that
Published each week in the school year by the stu ^ n ts o f the search for truth which is the basis
University o f New Hampshire
of all man’ s progress. They seek
to
impose restrictions on the
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
search for knowledge and under
Edwin P. Tiffany
David H . Coh«a
standing through legislation.
Perhaps they do not realize
News E d ito r.......................................................................... Judith Newton
Feature Editor .................................................... Margaret A . Vreeland the impact and for reaching signi
Sports Editor ........................................................................ Don Beattie ficance of such action. For them
Associate Editors ............................................... N idiolas 6 . Littlefidd selves, and more especially for
Susan C. Williamson posterity, we can only hope and
Linda Clarke pray that these men will some
Business Manager .............................................. Raymond McEachem how be jolted to a full realiza
Advertising M an ager....................................................... John M . Zerba tion before it is too late.
The legislation to which I refer
Circulation Manager ........................................................... Tmii Young
Secretary .................................................................... Barbara Robidonx is the bill which will be or has
Photograidiic Editor ....................................................... Peter Bnrlmgh already been brought before the
General Court of the state o f
P h o to g ra ^ ers......................................................................................... TonyGilmore
Charter Weeks New Hampshire which seeks to
Dick Dunham limit the type of speakers who can
E^ntercd as sceond-class m atter at the Post Offices o f Dnrham and Somerswerth, be brought to the campus of the
New Hampshire, under the A ct o f M ardi 8, 1879. Accepted fo r m ailing at University of New Hampshire.
special rate o f postage prorided fo r in section 1103, A ct o f October 8, 1917.
Although this legislation ap
Antfaorised September 1, 1918. Total number o f copies printed 6.0M . n d d
pears to be but an appeal to the
cJicnlatlon o f 4,9M , and a free distribution o f 1,100.
patriotism of the citizens of New
Send notice o f undelivered copies on form 3579 to tite NEW H A M P SH U ^
Memorial U nion BnUdins, Durham, N . H.
(Continued on page 5)

Sorority

The IBM

What did the IBM do to you? This is an important ques
tion that cannot be answered by the response o f one class to the
professor, by the conversations between students, or by the
registrar’s analysis.
There must be a mass response from the campus to docu
ment the weak parts o f the machine program and to arm the
.students and administration (with tools to use in the future.
It is obvious by his initial action that Owen Durgin, Regis
trar, cannot be left alone to iron out the difficulties o f the new
system. I f left alone with his information as seen through the
facts presented by the machine and without the facts as felt by
each student, he may again arrive at a solution similar to his
first— that the machine should have the choice and not the stu
dent.
That the machine should place a student in a section and
with a professor o f its own choice is what Durgin felt was the
best solution fo r the increased enrollment and the increased
clerical work. The decision was wrong and was clearly proved
wrong from the students point o f view.
^He may again set out to solve the problems and may again
arrive at a solution contrary to the student’s interest and t ^
educational interests.
With sufficient documentary proof o f the particular cases
in which the machine fell down and the students opinions who
were affected by the mistakes, the errors may be corrected to
the betterment o f the educational process and not the better
ment o f the registrar’s clerical efficiency.
Questionnaire forms will be distributed asking questions
about the machine and what it did to you. Not only in mistakes
o f the schedule, but in the entire context o f the semester and
how it has changed your freedom o f study habits and particu
lar ways o f living.
EPT

Formal Rush

Is it possible within a three or four week i>eriod to get to
know forty or fifty men or women well enough so that a stu
dent can rationally say, “ Gee, I sure would like to live with
those kids fo r the next three years” ?
W e say no. People have married in less time and some o f these
have w orked.. But just as many have probably failed. It is easier
to get out o f a fraternity than a marriage, and many have done
it. We are not talking about the brothers who have just moved
out but still retained their membership and brotherhood like
Pohn Andrew, IFC president (a touch o f irony, perhaps?’ and
brother in TKE, Barry Bornstein, GRANITE editor. Phi Mu
Delta, Wayne Coons and Bob Cook, Sigma Beta, Sam Cady, ATO,
but rather men and women who have voluntarily withdrawn
from a fraternity because they found themselves incompatible
with the house or the house with them.
^It is surprising how many students refuse to even mention
their past fraternity or sorority affiliations. Some who we know
that have left (became “ d-brothered) are David Craig (Brandy
wine Singer), Alan Adams (Freshman Camp Chairman), and
people Hire Mitch Blalke, Charter Weeks, Michael Kubara, Will
iam Mayer, and Prank Whittemore.
Some o f these names may be strange to freshmen. We hope
they are curious enough to akfc, “ Who’s h e ?”
The awful compulsion to belong is what destroys most
rushees. “ I’ll die if I don’t get in,” wails a sweet yoimg thing;
“ It’s my house. They’re my people.” pouts a stalwart frosh,
already acquiring the likes and dislikes o f the house he admires,
its cliches, its values. Freshmen o f course say “ Nay” to all
this. “ I’m an individual. I’m going to stay myself.” Phooey.
You’ll buy a jacket, go to the games, drink your beer, sing come
ye men, and forget who you are in the process.
In four weeks you are supposed to make up your mind.
Shamefully, many who have not made up their mind and receive
a bid will join anyway. The smart ones won’t. They will wait.
That’s what we recommend. Wait till first semester o f next year
and secure eating or party privileges to a house. It’s surprising
ly easy to do. Then taike your time getting to know the brothers,
the cook, the house mother, A LL the rules.
Don’t be afraid not to be a sheep. There are 3,000 people on
this campus who are not in a fraternity or sorority. Many o f
them call fraternities anti-intellectual. Some feel sororities are
as evil as segregation because by definition they are discrimin
atory. There are girls who won’t go out with fraternity men,
bosses who won’t hire themi, and many people who have no res
pect at all fo r them because they represent something the
whole nation o f youth is fighting against: conformity (dirty in
sulting word) and fighting for: individuality, uniqueness, self,
ego, I, me, and other know thyself generalities. W e don’t care
too much about what other people think and neither should you.
I f you want to join, join. Do it, it may be good fo r you. But
you may hate yourself fo r it.
In any case, don’t feel you have to join NOW, or that i f you
don’t impress a house enough so that they’ll give you bid (often
the only requisite fo r this is to have your name and be remem
bered by three quarters o f the brothers present at a cut ses
sion) you’ll die or run away.
There are a lot o f people like that in fraternities. They
were afraid. There are a lot o f people who are not like that in
fraternities. Some o f our best friends are in fraternities.
What we want to say, is, we don’t think you need a fratern
ity or sorority as much as you think you do.
And rememiber, even Barry Goldwater said, “ Where fratern
ities do not exist, Comimunism flourishes.” It’s comonm know
ledge that he’s always right.
So takie your time, i f you’re a “ good man” or a “ quick
chick” , SAE and DZ will wait. They need your money. They
may even need you.
Be sure to ask yourself if you really need them. Next Sep
tember is plenty o f time.
DHG
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University Calendar
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18
Winter Carnival begins offi
cially with the arrival o f UNH
volunteer relay runners from
the summit o f Cannon Moun
tain, nearly 100 miles to the
north. The torch is expected to
arrive on campus about 7:15
p.m., climaxing a 24 hour trip.
Gov. John W. King will greet
the runners at the State House
as they pass through Concord.

to any housing unit or offices
Snively Arena Dedication
3 p.m. at the University, nor will
Admission by special ticket. there be any delivery in the
town or on the rural route.
Season ticket holders must ex
However,
special
deliveries
change ticket No. 15 at T-Hall
will be processed as well as par
before Friday.
cel post when PERISHABLE
Varsity Hockey vs. UMASS is indicated if deliverable with
Snively Arena in mile o f the Post Office.
TSA Basketball
Mail in street letter boxes
Field House 6 p.m. will be collected at 8 a.m. and
at 2 p.m. Mail deposited in the
Recreational Skating
Snively Arena 6:30-10 p.m. Box Lobby letter drop by 2:30
p.m. will be dispatched at 3 p.mi.
Varsity Basketball vs. UMASS
Mail will be dispatched at 9:45
Field ouse 8 p.m.
a.m. and at 3 p.m.

A fter a torch light parade to
Snively A r e n a the Winter
Carnival queen will be announ
ced, and also the winners of
the snow sculpturing contest.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Later in the evening there will
be competitive Skating races.
Dance and Concert by the
Admission to Snively Arena
Kingsmen at New Hampshire
will be 25c fo r Outing Club
Hall from
1:00^4:00 p.m.
members and 40e fo r non-mem
Tickets fo r this are $2.00 per
bers.
person.
Sunday Night Movie, “ The
Wild One,” Strafford Room,
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Memorial Union 8:00 p.m.
Admission: 25c
Pan Hellenic Rushing
The Library will open at 6
Strafford Rm., MUB 1:30 p.m.
p.m. instead o f the usual 2
Recreational Skating,
p.m. because the electric power
Snively Arena 8-10 p.m. will be shut off so that the el
The Paul Smith Orchestra ectricians may work on a cut
will provide the music fo r the over o f the power supply to
Winter Carnival Ball, which the new addition on Demeritt
will be held at New Hamp Hall.
shire Hall from 8:30 - 12:30
p.m. Tickets fo r this are for
Outing Club members: $2.25 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22
per couple and for non-mem
Last day to add most
bers: $2.75 per couple.
courses. Not March 1 as in
University Catalog.

W EDNESDAY

FEBRUARY 24

Phi Upsilon Omicron, Home
Economics
Society,
presents
Miss Deanna Perkins who will
talk and show slides on Merrill
Palmer Institute o f Detroit,
Michigan. 8 p.m. Pettee Hall,
room 212. Public invited.

Concert Choir

Allied Arts Series
Basil Rathbone
Johnson Theater PCAC
8:30 p.m.
One o f America’s greatest
and best-loved actors pre
sents an evening o f reminis
cences, anecdotes, and his
favorite passages from Shake
speare,
Conan
Doyle, and
many others.
Single Admission - $2.00

NOTICES
POST OFFICE CLOSED
Spring Weekend
on
Toe Strap Ski Race — Snow- WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY
There has been a change in
Shoe Dash
Mon. Feb. 22
dates fo r Spring Weekend this
Behind Memorial Union 9 a.m.
The Box Lobby will be open year. It will be April 29-May 2
Recreational Skating
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. where instead o f the weekend o f May
Snively Arena 11-1:30 p.m. stamps may be purchased at 8th.
the stamp vendor.
Students with athletic tickets
Intercollegiate Hootenanny

Due to graduating students
there are some positions open
in the UNH Concert Choir for
Tenors and Basses. Anyone in
terested please see Prof. Brat
ton, Room M207, Paul Creative
Arts Center or call him at home,
868-2253.

DROP - ADD
The official period for the
Dropping and Adding o f cours
es Semester II, 1964-65 is as
follows:
February 22, Monday— Last day
to add to most courses
March 11, Thursday— Last day
to drop most courses

This is a correction to the
University Calendar which ap
pears in the University Cata
There will be no mail delivery who want to attend the dedica logue.
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I D PHOTOS

Identification photos are be
ing taken in room 7, Thompson
Hall for those people who do
not have photo ID’s, new stu
dents who were not photo
graphed Registration Day and
The University’s Civil De for people who need replace
fense Committee is seeking ment ID’s.
students, faculty and townspeo
In order to receive the com
ple for training as instructors
in civil defense shelter manage pleted ID card in a reasonable
ment and radiological monitor length o f time students should
report fo r photographs before
ing programs. These people
February 26.
would have charge of approved
disaster shelters on the campus
for the use o f everyone in the
EXHIBITS
event o f an emergency. A 30hour course will be given from
Textiles o f Oaxaca, a travel
7 to 10 p.m.. Tuesday evenings ing exhibition assembled by
beginning Feb. 16 and conclud Gerald Williams, is on view at
ing March 30. in Room 213. the Scudder Gallery, Paul Crea
Hewitt Hall, with E. Warren tive Arts Center, until Febru
Clark,
University
Extension ary 28. The unique and highlyService, as instructor.
skilled techniques o f weaving

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20

Field House 1 p.m.

tion of Snively Arena Satur
day, Feb. 20, must turn in ticket
No. 15 at the Business Office.
Thompson Hall and pick up a
special ticket for the dedica
tion before Friday, Feb. 19.
Civil Defense Workers Sought

and design in this region o f
Mexico will inevitably succumb
to changes brought on by mod
ernization.
Examples o f 20th Century
art owned by faculty members
o f the Department o f the Arts
are on display in Hewitt Hall
display in the Small Gallery of
Paul Arts Center.
Photographs revealing indi
vidual student’s attitude and
view o f the world around them
are on display in Hewitt Hall
Exhibition Cbrridor until March
9. The work o f students in ele
mentary photography and pro
blems in arts, the pictures are
black-and-white.
Landscape architecture models
will be on display in the Library
until February 27. The models
consist o f homes in landscaped
settings and are the work of
students in Mr. Rogers’ course
in
Landscaping
the
Home
Grounds.
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What Other Papers Are Saying
Portsmouth Herald

Newport Argus-Champion

Feb. 15,1965

Feb, n , 1965
W h y H e lp
C o m m u n is m ?

A n A tta c k A g a in s t
F re e d o m
Gov. John W. King has either deceived his close
friends and political associates or he has abandoned
principle for the sake of expediency. For in restating
his support of restrictive legislation concerning speak
ers at the University of New Hampshire and other stateoperated institutions, the governor has undercut those
very persons to whom he had confided a different point
of view.
Ever since Gov; King joined the protesting clamor
last spring against allowing a Communist editor to speak
at the university, the fondest among the governor’ s ad
herents have been loyally pleading that King didn’ t really
feel that way. They had the governor’ s own assurance,
they said that he had been caught up in the argument
at an unguarded moment and blundered into a distasteful
commitment.
Whether, in the better light of later reasoning. Gov.
King actually arrived at this conclusion Is something
that only the governor can answer. The impression he
imparted privately, however, was definitely that he felt
no enthusiasm for the public position he had taken and
if the issue developed into a matter of legislation he
would give it no encouragement.
Nobody should have believed the governor, however,
even if he had tried to profess these as his inner
thoughts. For it wasn’ t too long ago that he abused his
friends credulity by promising to sign such legislation
if it came to his desk for action.
A lot of people take a lot of things on faith, however,
and in this case the friends of Gov. King held fast to the
hope that the governor was simply playing a little harm
less politics - on the theory that when the chips were
down, he’ d come through.
Well, he came through, all right. Not in the way his
friends expected, however, but in the way he calculates
will bring him the greatest popularity. He not only will
sign a bill to limit the freedom of the University of New
Hampshire to entertain speakers of its choice, he now
says, he has issued a statement obviously intended to
help the bill along.
It makes no difference to Gov; King apparently, that
this particular measure represents a crude and blatant
assault on the reputation and integrity of the University
of New Hampshire. Neither does it make any difference
to him, apparently, that such action infringes the free
dom without which a university cannot operate and still
be worthy of its name.
Gov. King seems to favor the bill for its protective
benefits. But whom is he trying to protect, and from
what?
Is there a sense of insecurity so prevalent in this
state that we fear the risk of having students at the Uni
versity of New Hampshire exposed to Communist speak
ers or others of alien ideology?
Are we so timid toward our faith in freedom that we
feel it might be threatened if anybody speaks against it?
The governor stoutly avers that he entertains none
of these misgivings, yet at the same time he thinks the
legislation should be passed simply to keep subversives
from using public facilities to espouse their cause.
What makes the governor’ s support of this so-called
anti-subversive legislation so nauseating inappropriate
is that it impairs the very things he pretends to hold
dear. Progressive changes in the field o f higher educa
tion are among King’ s proudest boasts. He has collected
considerable political capital out of the fact that the two
state teachers colleges were consolidated into the Uni
versity of New Hampshire system under his adminis
tration.
That this new relationship brought a better sense of
direction to the form er teachers colleges and broadened
their academic scope can’ t be denied. And Gov. King
deserves full credit for the important part he played
in the changeover. Yet having been instrumental in the
creation of this improvement, he cancels all of the good
will thus gained and, through one perverse action, makes
himself an obstructionist to the further advance of
those institutions.
Let there be no misconceptions about it, the univer
sity and its teacher college affiliates will suffer grievous
harm if the legislation in question is passed. And the
person who must be held mostly responsible for it is
Gov. King, because he - if he so chose and had the
courage for it - could do more than anybody else to
block the bill.

Some of those whose faith in America is lukewarm
are advocating a state law to prevent Communists from
speaking at the University of New Hampshire.
Unless they think there is something good in Com
munism that the students would discover by listening to
such speakers, they must believe that New Hampshire
students are so mentally inferior that they cannot recog
nize the false doctrines of Communism,
The people of this state can rightly be offended by such
insults to New Hampshire students, but insults are not
important.
What is important is that the advocates of such legis
lation, who probably sincerely think they are fighting
Communism, are, in fact, aiding it,
America is fortunate in having many responsible per
sons who clearly understand the danger of the Com
munist conspiracy and without exception they advise us
that the first step in fighting it is to know it. No one ex
pects a Communist, speaking before American college
students, purposely to reveal the evils of Communism,
but even when he is trying to paint Communism as vir
tuous, the truth comes through to these discerning
students.
The experience at Durham last year proved it. A
Communist spoke, to an audience swelled by those who
had tried to silence him, and the students laughed at him.
To prevent Communists from speaking at an American
university is to make believe the evils o f Communism
do not really exist and will go away if we look the other
way. It is far better, if we want to preserve American
freedom, to let us all be exposed to these Communists
to know them for what they really are.
If we believe inthe American way, we will not abandon
it in order to fight those who would destroy it, be they
Communist or Fascist.
If we believe in the American way, we believe that
freedom of thought is paramount, and freedom of thought
includes freedom to speak, to publish, and to listen.
If we believe in the American way, we believe that
truth will prevail.
The cause of American freedom will not be served
by gagging any speaker, however odious. The cause of
education in New Hampshire will not be served by pre
venting students from being exposed to any idea, how
ever odious.

Portsmouth Herald
Feb. 16,1965
K in g A b a n d o n s
L e a d e rs h ip
Gov, John W, King likes to pose as a great friend and
benefactor of higher education in New Hampshire, He was
carrying it off quite well, too, until the test of true fi
delity came. Then the whole empty pretense was exposed.
Rather than friendship, what the governor offered was a
lot of specious gabble - with every word calculated to
enhance his political fortunes.
The fact of this was first revealed in Gov, King’ s bud
get message to the legislature. That’ s when he knocked
out more than half of the amount of increase asked by
the University of New Hampshire for its biennial ap
propriation. This money, earmarked for operation of the
university at Durham plus the two state colleges at Keene
and Plymouth, was vitally needed, and the factors of need
were thoroughly documented for the governor’ s benefit.
It was explained, for instance, that the state’ s univer
sity and its colleges are at the threshold of an extra
ordinary perio(^of growth. Enrollments will be soaring
in the years immediately ahead. To meet the pressures
of this growth, it is inevitable that faculty and other
personnel must be hired on an expanded scale. It was
for such employment that the university requested addi
tional funds.
Another reason concerned salaries being paid teach
ers in the university system. As a whole, these salaries
already are below the New England standard, and with a
new round of increases due at other state universities

Concord Daily Monitor
Feb. 15, 1965
M u d d le d L e a d e rs h ip
Governor King isn’ t the world’ s best administrator
or leader.
Months ago he declared for legislation which would
prohibit Communists speaking at state-supported educa
tional institutions, particularly the University of New
Hampshire. But he didn’ t see to it that a bill which would
translate his idea into law was presented to the legisla
ture before the closingdates for filing bills in the senate
and house had gone by.
Months ago the Governor indicated he would support
legislation which would separate mental health, public
health, and welfare into separate agencies. But again he
failed to come up with the bills which would accomplish
this, though in his budget bills the proposed appro
priations are based upon the assumption that such as
yet unsubmitted bills are to, become law at this session.
Knowing what he wanted and what the state needs long
before the legislature met, the Governor should have
filed such proposed legislation as the legislature met.
It is true the Governor could not clean up the mess in
the Department of Health and Welfare until the legisla
ture did meet. Those who say he should have done
something before it met are unjustly critical, but since
it met he did display a poor sense of timing and an in
capacity for forcefully advocating positions he believes
to be right.
The reorganization bills are important and the sooner
they can be acted upon the better. Logically, they should
be enacted before the legislature passes upon the budget.
That is one reason the bills should have been presented
before the budget was.
The so-called anti-Communism bill is another matter.
The position of the Governor in this respect is as blind
as that of its other proponents. In short, they would im
pose upon the very institutions whose dem ocratic free
doms they seek to protect the methods of communism.
The state already has laws which deal with the prob
lem of subversion. They define what constitutes sub
version. Even the proposed amendment does not mention
Communists. It refers only to agents of subversive or
ganizations.
Who is going to decide who is an agent of a subver
sive organization? The University has no authority or
capacity to so determine. Only the courts can determine
with finally if an individual is (1) an agent of a subver
sive organization, and 2), is guilty of subversion when he
uses state financed facilities.
Principal sponsor of the proposed legislation actually
is not the Governor, but Bill Loeb of the Manchester(Continued on Page 5)
within the region. New Hampshire’ s disparity is sure to
become even greater unless adjustments are made.
Consideration of this problem is essential to the welfare
of our institutions of higher learning because price is a
forceful determinant of the quality that can be obtained
in the highly competitive market for good teachers.
But with salaries as they are, the University of New
Hampshire and the two state colleges will find difficulty
enough holding on to the faculties they’ ve got, much less
attracting new teachers of suitable qualifications. When
the worst effects of this kind of situation come to be
felt, then the institutions involved are doomed to a
gradual process of deterioration.
Such a condition, if it is allowed to occur, can be
blamed directly on Gov. King. He will have fostered it,
so to speak, by prescribing a budget so frugal that the
University of New Hampshire system must cut corners
every place it can simply to survive. There will be no
embellishments in the name of higher education under the
King budget; indeed, the only chance of progress in this
area rests with the hope that the legislature will take a
corrective hand.
But it ign’ t in matters of budgetary concern alone that
Gov. King has been proved a friend found wanting. He
did the cause of higher education a further disservice
by joining the jingoists in calling for restraints upon
the university’ s exercise of academic freedom . This was
his announced support of the so-called “ Feldman Bill”
which would ban “ subversives* from the university
campus or any other state property.
The position which King has taken in this controversy
is far from being the same which close associates of
the governor have credited him with having declared
privately. And although the effect of his public position
is clearly inimical to the best interests of the univer
sity, the governor seems more partial to the political
enrichment of espousing a popular point of view.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Editorial
Faculty Voices
Portsmouth Herald
It M ustn’t Happen Here ifs Opposition K in g A b a n d o n s L e a d e rs h ip
(Continued from page 1)
He wrote:
“ I abi^lutely refuse to answer your question as to my
memltership o f the Communist Party. This is a matter o f
principle. The Soviet Union does not ask whether scientific
visitors are members of the Swatantra o f jan sangh parties
here, or o f the conservative party in England . . . I am per
fectly willing to sign a declaration that while in North Car
olina I will make no statements in public or private on polit
ical or economic matters. But in the interests o f others less
fortunately situated than myself, I refuse to answer the
question you put to me. . . . I have been granted a visa by
your consul in Calcutta, who was most polite, asked no
questions, and was told no lies. Your Federal Government
realizes that persons may be communists, anarchists, polyg
amists, or what you will, but that their opinions on scientific
matters may be o f value. Your state legislature thinks diff
erently, and so long as it does I shall not accept your invi
tation. May I add that I have been at some trouble preparing
lectures which I had hoped to deliver at Raleigh. I shall
attempt to arrange my tour in the U.S.A. without coming
to North Carolina. . . ”
While later visiting with Dr. Hildane in Geneva at the
International Genetics Congress, a faculty member o f the
University o f North Carolina was told in unequivocal terms by
Ur. Hildane that he was not a member o f the Communist Party.
He substituted visits to Cornell and the University o f Roches
ter fo r the time he would have spent in North Carolina.
Another ac^enaican from a neighboring state invited to
speak at the University, definitely not a Communist, wrote in a
letter:
“ My attention has just been called to the existence o f
the so-called ‘speaker ban’ in force at N.C. state institutions.
I find it an extremely repugnant invasion o f the University’s
traditional rights, freedom o f inquiry, and o f our democratic
ideals in general. I have re s o lv ^ not to speak before any
N.C. state institutions until this restriction has been fully
removed. . . ”
Embarrassment and degradation o f this kind is inevitable at
UNH if any anti free speech law is passed in New Hampshire
UNH and the people of New Hampshire who are not blind
ed by emotional save-our-children cries from ambitious politi
cians and the far right, have more than just a few hours to
fight. It is often harder to fight fo r something than against it.
Saul Feldman’s bill is against Communists’ and subversives’
right to speak. W e must, through letters, telephone calls, and
this paper,^ fight for our right to listen.
^ The bill being discussed in Concord is detrimental to the
University o f New Hampshire’s position in an academic society,
destructive o f faculty morale, insulting to students, and robbing
us o f the one thing out of all things we have come here to seek
the truth.
DHC

Concord Daily Monitor
M u d d le d L e a d e rs h ip
(Continued from Page 4)
Union-Leader, the state’ s champion witch hunter, with the possible
exception of form er Congressman Louis Wyman. Loeb would be the
first to protest loud and long were the state to attempt to impose
upon his newspaper the same restrictions he wants it to impose upon
the University,
Yet the quasi-public character of a newspaper, protected no less
than is the University by constitutional guarantees of freedom of
expression, should make it no more exempt from curbs upon such
freedom than is the educational institution.
Should the readers of the Union-Leader be denied knowledge of
the utterances of world Communist figures by a state imposed censureship of news of their views? Or, if the iron curtain bill is to
apply only to state supported educational facilities, should it not be
amended to prohibit the circulation on the campus at Durham of
such disseminators of the views of agents of subversive organiza
tions as the Manchester Union-Leader?
It is time to take another good look at the state motto:
Live free or die.

U. Maine CAMPUS, Feb. 4,1965
Tyranny comes in many forms and many guises. Americans, real
izing this in their early history, wrote a constitution that gave its
people the right to express themselves freely and openly. Through
open discussion, it was felt that tyranny would be discovered and
destroyed in its early stages.
The Constitution has worked well over the years, but today free
dom of speech is in grave danger.
♦ * *
Americans have been intimidated by those who call names while
hiding behind the shield ofextrem e and often misguided partriotism.
These loud patriots are the real enemy to America. It is their ir 
responsible name-calling and cries for uniformity of thinking that
threaten the very foundation of American society as it exists today,
Americans must not let the “ right” wingers” or any other ex
tremist group destroy their freedom to disagree. Cries of “ Com
munist,” “ Facist” and “ Nazi” must not discourage people from
speaking out on all problems facing modern society. For when freedem of speech is gone, the tyranny ofthe few will replace the voice
of the many.

(Continued from' Page 4)
(Continued from page 1)
fully expresses the sentiment of
Gov. King, then, can no longer be rated an ally or advocate of
the faculty as stated in the reso higher education in New Hampshire. Whatever future claims he
lution,”
might profess to such a preoccupation of interest can readily be
The NEW HAMPSHIRE asked the dismissed as so much lip service. For, obviously, the governor is on
following faculty members for whatever side that prom ises the most votes.
their personal opinions on the pro
This having been said, it becomes relevant to comment on other
posed bill:
Melville Nielson, A s s o c i a t e aspects of Gov. King’ s administration, with particular reference to
Dean of Liberal Arts and Asso his qualities o f leadership. Pondering the matter, it’ s hard to dis
ciate P ro fe sso ro f Sociology issued cover where the governor has shown any leadership at all during his
a statement which follows in part: second term of office.
“ The legislation proposed by
Leadership has not come from any influence he has sought to cast
Representative Feldman is insult
over
the legislature, certainly. Neither did that fine ingredient
ing to the Board of Trustees and to
the administration, faculty and stu sparkle anywhere in the budget message which Gov. King recently
left with the legislature.
dents of the University, More se r
ious than this, however, is the
The governor, in fact, abstained from a leadership role in the very
fact that it opens the door to poli discussion which now seems to engage his zealous interest. For he
tical involvement in the operation did not sponsor the bill to keep the Communists off the University of
of the University. It is for this New Hampshire campus. He didn’ t even play a part in it. The only
reason that it must be resisted... initiative he took -the only risk, if you can call it that - was to cheer
People of my generation have from the sidelines after somebody else was already running with the
sometimes wondered how highly ball.
respected universities in other
lands were subverted by the gov
It’ s all to sadly apparent that Gov, King has abandoned the respon
ernments of their countries. It sibility of leadership for the easier life of making himself politically
seems that it started when the acceptable to those whose opposition he once welcomed.
door to political involvement was
forced open slightly and the people
did not resist. We must not make
that mistake here.”
Robert Dishman, professor of
government:
“ I certainly don’ t see any need Editor’ s Note: This is the letter sent to Representative Saul Feld
to attempt to cope with this prob man by President McConnell.
lem by legislative action. It’ s too
bad that Mr. Feldman and others Dear Mr, Feldman:
I have written the attached letter to each UNH alumnus who is a
have seen fit to intrude in these
member of the General Court this year. Since you have introduced
matters.”
P rofessor Dishman also said the bill about which I am writing, I felt it somewhat inappropriate
he felt the administration has the to send you the same letter. However, as a matter of courtesy you
right and is capable of handling should know that this letter has been sent, and the copy will give
the situation, and that hearing you some indication of my feelings concerning the bill.
Sincerely yours,
varied ideas is only a part of
John W, McConnell
education,
Lorus Milne, professor of zoo
As I suggested to you in my first letter a couple of weeks ago, I
logy: “ Doesn’ t it seem rather silly plan to write to you from time to time regarding the special items
that they should decide such things o f University interest in the legislative hopper this year, I thought
for us? We should be competent that you, as an alumnus and member of the General Court, would
to make such decisions, as we have want to know something of the University’ s plans and special
in the past.”
problems.
Albert Daggett, professor of
I am concerned that there may be introduced at the current ses
chemistry: “ I think that I can best sion o f the General Court legislation restricting the kinds of speak
express it in terms of the vote ers that my appear at publicly-supported institutions. There are
taken by the special faculty meet
many reasons for my conviction that such legislation is undesirable.
ing this afternoon,”
I shall mention only four at this time, hoping for a fuller exchange
David Long, professor o f his o f ideas with you later.
tory: “ The proposal is perfectly
1. Since the founding of the University, its educational policy
ridiculous.”
has been the responsibility of the Trustees and Faculty. At no time
P rofessor Long said that the has the Legislature restricted this effective and productive responsi
right to have any speaker on bility. In states that have sought to make educational policy through
campus is a “ fundamental and aca restrictive legislation, the result has been bitter conflict between
demic freedom” and that “ the pro
educators and legislators. This kind of conflict seriously threatens
posal should be fought in every the quality of education in the State. Directed legislation which
way,” He added that there is no
establishes a precedent for limiting speakers of one kind or the
“ real definition to subversion,”
expression of ideas of a certain type, provides the basis for pres
Anthony Caldwell, professor of
sures from special Interest groups of all kinds. The threat that this
E n g l i s h . * The Administration
presents to a free University and a free Legislature is apparent,
should handle it. I believe ideally
2. The policy ofthe University on outside speakers since 1950 pro
that the Governor and legislature
hibits anyone from using a universityplatform for “ illegal purposes
should have very little to do with
or the advocacy of overthrow of government by force.” There is a
it “
fundamental difference between the critical examination of ideas,
even though those ideas are objectionable, and the incitement to
subversive or illegal action. The form er is very much the business
of the University; the latter should not be tolerated in a democratic
society anywhere - certainly not in a university,
(Continued from page 2)
direct that certain types of speakers may not be
Hampshire to the nation state heard and certain ideas not presented have, where tried, turned out
which is the United States of to be quickly-recognized as bad legislation. Thejr are generally
America, it is in reality the mani unenforceable because of the virtual impossibility o f describing
festation of a deeper cancer. This precisely within our judicial traditions, who it is or what it is that is
cancer is a fear of the unknown, being prohibited,
a fear that the truth, if found,
4, Historically and currently the record shows consistently that
might prove Incompatible with the most effective means of defeating objectionable and dangerous
our present values. The problem ideas and their advocates is to permit free expression subject to
is not simply whether or not a critical questioning and analysis. This is what the University does
Communist shall be allowed to and will continue to do throughthe exercise of Trustees and Faculty
speak, but stems from a much direction, T*Tohibltion of certain types of speakers and certain ideas
broader principle. If men’ s mind? places a false and attractive lure before young minds that are
can be closed in one direction, properly anxious to explore the world ofid ea s.lt presents an exag
they can be closed in others and gerated challenge to these young minds which the authors of the
herein lies the real problem, the prohibiting legislation almost certainly do not intend.
real issue. We must be free to
I realize that you are busy and so I am particularly appreciative of
meet the future with open minds your friendly and helpful interest in the University and the legisla
because there is so much to gain tion which affects it.
and because there is so much to
Sincerely yours,
lose if we do not.
John W. McConnell
Grant S. Boughton
President

McConnell Letter
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Mass. Sophomore Miriam Ross Voted Carnival Queen;
Hetzel Resident Disqualifies Himself - Wrong Sex

^ e a t g ,o o d io o L i
—

to dta^y in

Winter Carnival Queen Miriam Ross
Miriam Ross, a freshman from
B e d f o r d , Massachusetts, was
crowned Winter Carnival Queen
tonight at the new Snively Arena.
She was nominated by East-West
Hall.
Her aides are Suzanne Blan
chard, a sophomore, nominated
by Gibbs Hall and Jane Connors,
a freshman sponsored by Saw
yer Hall.
All three girls met with Gover
nor John W. King in Concord
this afternoon to greet the UNH
relay team which carried the tra
ditional torch from Cannon Moun

tain to Concord and then to Dur
ham.
Before balloting began earlier
this week, ten queen candidates
were nominated. However, stu
dents voted for only nine. A
Stephanie Jenkins decided not to
run at the last minute.
Stephanie, Outing Club officials
discovered, was a senior counse
lor in Hetzel Hall whose real
name was Steve. Steve had fooled
officials, photographers and a
number of Hetzel men before his
identity was discovered and he
disqualified himself.
Other candidates for Queen

and their sponsors included: Judy
Long, ATO; Judy Bryant, TKE;
Susan Barclay, Alexander Hall;
Anne Briggs, Lambda Chi; Anne
Leavitt, Acacia; Janice Pitt,
Sigma Beta, and Linda Sweatt,
SAE.
Carnival events this week in
clude:
Friday: Winter Carnival Ball,
8:30 to 12:30 in New Hampshire
Hall.
Saturday: Intercollegiate Hoot
enanny, Field House, 1 p.m.
Sunday: “ Kingsman” Concert at
New Hampshire Hall, 1 p.m.
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Student W ithdraw als Not Uncommon - Tw enty Left Since Christmas
By Martha Emerson
The university reaction to final
exam panic has come and gone
here, for the time being anyway,
and with it came a surge ofwithdrawls from the University, Some
students never came back from
Christmas vacation.
For some students this was a
temporary emotional panic and
the crisis was met. However,
there are a number of students
who do not finish sem esters. Said
M rs, W ells, secretary to the Reg
istrar, “ We alwasy have more
withdrawals after Christmas.”
Since Christmas there have been

20 withdrawals from the Univer
sity, Last year there were 16
between Christmas and exams.
To withdraw from the Univer
sity involves a rather simple
p rocess. However, the student’ s
motive must be one of “ com
pelling non-academic reasons”
according to the Student Rule
Book. One obtains a petition from
the Dean’ s Office and fills it
out. This petition must be signed
by the student advisor, the dean
of the college, and the dean of the
University. After the petition has
been signed by these three people
the student turns in his keys.

his mealticket, and his ID. He is
free to leave the University after
he has completed the steps listed
on a checklist which comes with
the petition.
When a student withdraws, all
the professors of his courses are
notified to turn in his grade as
of the date of his withdrawal.
These grades are recorded in
the student’ s record as “ with
drawal with a C” , “ withdrawal
with a D” , etc. These grades do
not effect the student’ s cumula
tive grade point average in any
way.
If the student is failing a course

when he withdraws, the grade is
record as “ withdrawal with an F”
and is included in the cumulative
grade point average. If a student
is failing and decides to with
draw, his grade point average is
effected exactly the same as if he
remained and flunked the course.
A student who has withdrawn
from the University is free to
re-apply at any time. His re
application is given personal at
tention by a board set up for this
pupose. If the student’ s academic
record is 2.0 or better and his
reasons for having left and want
ing to return seem reasonable.

I didn't think Charlie was that kind of guy...
He's
always been
sort of a,
well,
you know what.

Yes,
I know.
Wide ties,
wide lapels
and all.

That car
he's driving
tonight...
bucket seats,
carpeting,
console,
vinyl trim,
big V8.

Frankly, I
don't think
he can
afford it.

Yes,
who does he think
he's going
to impress?

he is readmitted. It is even pos
sible for a student to leave near
the end of one sem ester and re
turn the following sem ester.
Last semester there were
nearly 90 withdrawals. At the
end of first sem ester last year
there were 180 withdrawals. Dean
Keesey said that he was very
pleased with the record last sem
ester. He said that he had feared
an increase in withdrawals be
cause of the overcrowding. Many
more freshmen and sophomores
withclraw than juniors and sen
iors. Last year second sem es
ter there were only half as many
withdrawals as the first sem es
ter. During the summer of 1963,
there were 72 withdrawals. This
summer there were only 51 stu
dents who notified the University
that they would not return this
sem ester.
Out of the four schools at the
University, TSA had the highest
percent of withdrawals this sem
ester. It had an 8% (13 out of
152 students) withdrawal. There
were 50 withdrawals from the
2775 students in LA; this is 2%.
Three percent of the students in
the Whittemore School withdrew.
This is 13 out of 381 students.
The Tech School had only a 1%
(10 out of 664) withdrawal.

N. H. Concert Bond

Charlie.

When the lights are dimmed in
Johnson Theater at 8 p.m . Feb,
28 for the annual University of
New Hampshire Concert Band
presentation, the audience will
hear a premiere performance of
a work written especially for
UNH.
“ Miniatures for Band,” a 12tone compsoition in five short
movements, will be the featured
work of the evening at com
bined concert and dedication
ceremonies honoring the late
P rof. Lewis Swain’ s, UNH’ s first
full-tim e band director.

MAKE USE OF
THIS ASSET

It's Dodge Coronet. And frankly. Charlie can afford it. So can you. Coronet. The hot new Dodge at a new lower price.
Coronet 500 sports the following as standard equipment: all-vinyl interior, front bucket seats, full carpeting,
padded dash, directional signals, backup lights, deluxe wheel covers, center console, 273 cubic inch V8.

'G S O a d g B C o r o n e t

At this time, youth is probably
your greatest asset. Let me ex
plain to you what real value it
has if you begin now planning
and purchasing a life insurance
program for financial security in
the future.

LENNY DOBENS
SPECIAL AGENT

DODGE DIVISION

C H R YSLER

MOTORS CORPORATION

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Durham , N .H .
S e e all the new D o d g e s on display at your nearby D o d g e D e a le r’s.

W ATCH “THE BOB HOPE SHOW." NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTING.
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Review

Martin PrekopAnd Henry Rollins

QhCanfos

with
^fex§huIInan

(By the author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys!” ,
“ Dobie Gillis,” etc.)

Linda Clarke
Martin Prekop’ s art seems to interpreted. They are simply ex
belong to the World War I period pressions by noise.
when the European Dada move
Prekop expresses anger with
n>€snt p r o t e s t e d the vicious little boxes full o f junk. It is not
slaughter of life and thought in always anger and the junk is art
the trenches. And since Dadaism fully arranged. But he is not arti
was apparently a phenomenon of culate - this means communica
the war, like the Germans, it was tion is incomplete. Thus if there
defeated with the signing of the are symbols, the symbols them
1918 armistice. But for a while selves do not mean anything.
it was here again, between wars
One would have been reassured
in the Paul Arts Building.
if the artist had shown that he had
There is nothing beautiful about succeeded in mastering the pro
it. It is ugly and depressing and test - in making it coherent. But
the occasional humor of some of this virtuosity is nowhere to be
the more bizarre displays does found. The result is a destructive
not compensate for the general attempt to communicate a modern
sloppy and incomplete crudeness malaise. But the malaise is un
which, for all its deliberateness defined; consequently, the de
is ineffective. But just because structiveness seems unneces
o f this planned composition, hos sary.
tile reactions should be consid
Henry Rollins has created a
ered carefully. One is always need for his audience and has,
aware that he might be missing fulfilled that need. He has made
the point; he might be uninformed his audience want to touch his art.
or he might not recognize that His nude torso of a woman has a
his reactions are an emotional curious texture because of the
response to the art. And one superimposed plaster of paris.
realizes that this art of Prekop’ s It invites touch. Like Rodin, the
is effective enough to produce a artist is not so much interested
vague emotional response of re in detail as he is in form and
pulsion.
texture. He interrelates coarse
One looks for symbols be cause and smooth surfaces and the ob
there is nothing representative server instinctly reaches out to
or immediately understood. P re- feel. Perhaps it is this response
kop displays a vigorous uncon that makes his art sexual. The
cern for the true function of curves of his bronze abstracts
things. He has made things use swell smoothly like a breast or a
less: ping pong balls are bent, phallus. They are peculiarly hu
m irrors cracked, false teeth de
cayed; piano keys are torn out of
their keyboard, rubber nipples
are inside a bottle, yardsticks
are broken up to suit the size
of the frame.
There are two consistently ap
pearing forms: a circle and a
line. Children are preoccupied
with these form s and somehow
one connects this art with a child.
A child will get angry and cry
but his cries will be meaningless
because he has not learned to be
articulate. The cries must be

man curves. His clay stick fig
ures are less interesting be
cause their surfaces are small
e r. Both Rollins and Prekop pre
serve an unfinished quality about
their art. But Rollins reassures
one because he fulfills the need
he creates. Thus his nude torso
is infinitely more rewarding as
art than Prekop’ s angry young
plastic flowers.

Seminar For Atheists
A Seminar “ For Atheists, Ag
nostics and Skeptics* conducted
by the Rt. Rev, Daniel Corrigan,
a Bishop of the Episcopal Church,
will be held next Monday night at
3 p.m. in Dallas Hall, St. George’ s
Church,
The program is sponsored by
the Cantebury Chapter here.
“ It is hoped that students who
may be critical of some aspect
o f Christianity will feel secure in
questioning the bishop,* Rev. Al
bert W, Snow, Episcopal Chaplain
to students, said. All students
are invited to attend.
No other state can claim that
the Devil has been permanently
banned from its borders! That’ s
the claim made solely for New
Hampshire in Stephen Vincent
Benet’ s short story, “ The Devil
and Daniel Webster.* Just one
more good reason for visiting the
Granite State.„or living here.

CANDIES
many assortments...to give and enjoy

wanted!
virile men who
wish to earn
$5.00 apiece
The makers of By George!
M en ’s Toiletries will pay
this magnificent sum if a
description of your manly
adventures (aided by the
persuasive fragrance of By
G eorge! of course) is pub
lished in this or any other
college newspaper.

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
HOME FASHIONED FAVORITES
ASSORTED CREAMS
NUT, CHEWY AND CRISP
DARK CHOCOLATES
MILK CHOCOLATES

1 lb. $1.60
2 lbs. $3.15
ALSO
LITTLE AMBASSADORS
miniature chocolates
GIFT BOX
CHERRY CORDIALS

Tell us your tale in 100

CHOCOLATE COVERED NUTS

words or less. Omit the

PECAN DELIGHTS

gory details please. Send

ROSEBUD MINTS

i t , w it h p e r m i s s i o n to

CANDY JAR CHOCOLATES

reprint in part or whole,
to B y

George!

Men’s

Toiletries, 1 2 9 0 Avenue of
the Am ericas, N ew Y.ork,

Over forty years of only the fin e s t. . . Russell Stover Candies

N .Y. 10 01 9.
Need some success to tell
a b o u t ? See y o u r l o c a l
druggist.
By George!

Ask

for

Town & Campus
W^e are proud to Announce That W e Have Been
Selected to Franchise Russell Stover Candies

ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH
Today I begin my eleventh year of writing this column in your
campus newspaper.
I wasn’t sure I ’d be coming back this year. After a decade of
doing this column, I had retreated to my country seat, tired but
happy, to enjoy a nice long rest. But last night as I sat on my
verandah, peaceful and serene, humming the largo from A Long
Day’s Night and worming my dog, a stranger suddenly appeared
before me.
He was a tall, clean-limbed man, crinkly-eyed and crookedgrinned, stalwart and virile. “ How do you do,” he said. “ M y
name is Stalwart Virile and I am with the Personna Stainless
Steel Razor Blade people.”
“ Enchanted,” I said. “ Take off your homburg and sit down.”
I clapped my hands sharply. “ Norman!” I called. “ Another chair
for Mr. Virile!”

“ Another chair for Mr. Virile!
Obediently my dog trotted away and returned directly with a
fanback chair of Malayan rattan. He is the smartest dog in our
block.
“ I suppose you’re wondering why I am here,” said Mr. Virile,
seating himself.
“ Well, sir,” I replied, my old eyes twinkling roguishly, “ I ’ll
wager you didn’t come to read my meter.”
You can imagine how we howled at that one!
“ That’s a doozy!” cried Mr. Virile, finally catching his breath.
“ I must remember to tell it to Alice when I get home.”
“ Your wife?” I said.
“ M y father,” he said.
“ Oh,” I said.
“ But enough of wit and humor,” he said. “ Let us get down to
business. How would you like to WTite a campus column for
Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blades?”
“ For money?” I said.
“ Yes,” he said.
“ M y hand, sir,” I said and clasped his. Warmly he returned
the pressure, and soft smiles played upon our lips, and our eyes
were moist with the hint of tears, and we were silent, not trust
ing ourselves to speak.
“ What will you write about in your campus column?” asked
Mr. Virile when he was able to talk again.
“ I will take up the burning issues that vex the American un
dergraduate!” I cried, bounding to my feet. “ I will explore, with
out fear or favor, such explosive questions as ‘Are roommates
sanitary?’ and ‘Should proctors be given a saliva test?’ and
‘Should capital punishment for pledges be abolished?’ and ‘Can
a student of 19 find happiness with an economics professor of 80?’”
“ And will you also say a pleasant word from time to time about
Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blades?” asked Mr. Virile.
Sir, I said simply, “ what other kind of word except pleasant
could I possibly say about Personna Blades, which give me more
luxury shaves than Beep-Beep or any other blade I might name?”
“ Another of my products is Burma Shave,” said Mr. Virile.
“ Can you find it in your heart to mention Burma Shave occa
sionally?”
“ But of course!” I declared. “ For is not Burma Shave the
whisker-wiltingest lather in the land?”
“ Yes,” he admitted.
And then he shook my hand again and smiled bravely and
was gone— a tall silhouette moving erectly into the setting sun.
“ Farewell, good tonsorialist!” I cried after him. “ Aloha!”
And turned with a will to my typewriter.
© 1965, Max Shulman

The makers o f Personna® Blades and Burma Shave® are
happy to bring you another season o f Max Shulman’s
uncensored, uninhibited, and unpredictable colum n.
We think you'll be happy too when you try our products.
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Budget C u t .

ATTENTION
KINGSMEN PERFORMANCE
CHANGED TO FIELDHOUSE
PLENTY OF TICKETS AVAILABLE AT MUB
$ 2 .0 0 -

SUNDAY -

1 P .M .

If you’ve got the cap...

Olds has the car!

(Continued from page 1)
Before King made his budget
message, however, the UNH ad
ministration informed him that
they could lower the request by
$350,000. A bond issue that would
not be due because of delay in
construction here made this pos
sible.
The Governor also asked the
administration of the University
system if it would be possible
to set needed funds by further
tuition increases. If the tuitions
are increased then the Gover
nor’ s new budget request will be
$700,000 less than that sought by
the University.
University vice-president Jere
Chase said that with Keene and
Plymouth included as part of the
University system there would be
an enrollment increase of 60%.
He said that the administration
worked very carefully on the bud
get request and the money asked
for is extremely necessary.
The next step, he said, is for
the University representatives to
defend their proposed figure be
fore the Appropriations Com
mittee and other committees in
volved with the state budget. The
final decision is up to the Legis
lature.
When asked what areas would
be affected if the budget-cut were
to go through. Chase said that he
could not state them at this time.
He said that certain areas would
definitely be affected and that
some adjustments would have
to be made.
“ We hope we can get what we
ask for,” he said. “ The sum we’ ve
decided upon is a necessity if we
want the school to continue run
ning on the level that it has in
the past,”

African Meeting
African students attending UNH
will hold a mock Organization for
African Unity meeting next Satur
day. Students from UNH, Harvard,
Bowdoin and Dartmouth w ill rep
resent their respective countries
and discuss their views on African
unity at 7 p.m. in the Belknap
room of the Union,
All students are invited to attend.

STUDY IN
SOUTHERN
FRAN CE
A n undergraduate liberalaxts year in Aix-en-Provencie
FRENCH LANGUAGE
and LITERATURE
EUROPEAN STUDIES
A R T and A R T HISTORY
MEDITERRANEAN
STUDIES
Classes in English and
French satisfsnng American
curriculum requirements.

A digger’s dream, this 4-4-2! Here storms a lean ’n’ mean R ocket V-8 . . . 400 cubes, 345 horses,
quad pots. Goodies like twin acoustically tuned, chambered pipes . . . heavy-duty shocks, front
and rear stabilizers and 4 coil springs. Result: unique 4-4-2 action and road sense. H ow many cents?
Lowest priced high-performance car in America designed for everyday driving! This woolly machine
waits for you at your Oldsmobile Dealer’s now. H urry!

"B ^ lij O L D SIMIO B DILH
!
Oldsmobile Division • General Motors Corporation

Try a Rocket in Action . . .
Look to Olds for the New!

Institute students enrolled
at the University o f Aix.Marseille, founded in 1409.
Students
homes.

live

in

French

Tuition, trans-Atlantic fares,
room and board, about $1,950.

INSTITUTE FOR
AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES
2 bis, rue du Bon-Pasteur
Aix-en-Provence, France
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Norwich Cadets Spoil Opener On Snively Arena Ice
By Jeflf Hatch

UNH students and faculty were
finally able to see their hockey
team play last Saturday in the
beautiful new Whoops Snively Arena. Playing an aggressive hard
skating game the Blue sextet held
a slim lead until the final min
utes of the third period when a
deflected Norwich shot tied the
game 3-3. The Cadets went on to
win in overtime.
During the first period the
teams were stymied 0 - 0 . But
opening the second period con
verted defenseman Brad Houston
bounced a 25 foot shot off the
Norwich goalie to break the tie.
An assist went to line mate Bob
McCarthy.

Joe O’ Keefe combined onapretty
play to make it 2-0, The cadets
bounced right back with their first
goal.
Gilday lit the lamp again as
the third period started this time
combining with speedster Barry
Jones, Due mostly to a few waste
ful penalties Norwich was able to
pull right back into the game
with their second score.
Tied Score

With 1:30 left, Holden tied the
score for Norwich as he de
flected a whistling shot past Colin
Clark, It took sophomore Roger
Guillmette only a couple minutes
•in the sudden death overtime to
score the winning goal. The Cadet
who was rated the best Rhode
Island senior in high school broke
Amesbury Duo
Minutes later two Amesbury, through two defensemen and then
Mass, skaters, John Gilday and lefted the puck over Clark,

M eet Coach H arris
Coach Harris is 42 years old
and comes here from Princeton
where he was defensive coach
for two years. His Ivy League
team’ s defense allowed only 7,5
per game during his stay.
He was all- conference halfback
for Missouri Valley College and a
Little All-American selection in
1943.

Frantic action in front ofNewHampshire net Saturday as Wildcat goalie Colin Clark sprawls
to save against two Norwich Cadet players. Coming to the aid of the UNH netminder is de
fenseman Pete Van Buskirk (6), UNH held two goal leads on two occasions but blew the lead with
1:30 left in game and then bowed in sudden death overtime. The Snively Arena will be dedicated
this coming Saturday starting at 3 p.m.

U C o n n Tops
Clarence Hill of the University
of Massachusetts Red men and
Wes Bialosuknia of Connecticut
are waging a red-hot battle for
Yankee Conference scoring hon
ors as the hoop season heads down
the home stretch.
After the halfway point, Hill
has a 23.8 average just a point
better than Bialosuknia. Tommy
Horne of the Wildcats was third
with a 22.7 average while Ralph
D’ Altilia of Vermont and Denny
McGovern of Rhode Island ran

Paras Pizza House
513 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Open —
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.
Sun.

12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829

Exchange Tickets
UNH’ s hockey team will host
the University of Massachusetts
this Winter Carnival Saturday
when the new Snively Arena will
be dedicated in ceremonies to
4-5 on the race.
Conference Standings
W
L
UConn
8
0
UMass
6
2
URI
4
3
Maine
3
4
Vermont
1
8
UNH
0
5

PCT
1.000
.750
.571
,429
.111
.000

ALL SKI PARKAS

start at 3 p.m.
Students are reminded that the
tickets in their student ticket
b o o k must be exchanged at
Thompson Hall for a special dedi
cation game ticket. These special
tickets are limited and will be
given to UNH students on the first
come, first serve basis.
The remainder of the varsity
home schedule to be played at
Snively Arena is as follows;
Feb, 24 - Bowdoin (4 p.m.);
Feb. 27 - Williams (2 p.m .) and
March 5 - Vermont (7 p.m .).

Also at Rutgers

UNH is one of the oldest land
grant colleges in the country.

DAmrs

ALTHOUGH WE CAN’T PROVIDE SNOW
THIS WEEKEND WE CAN PROVIDE A

M O N D AY — PRTOAY
11:00 a jn . — 1 p ja .
4:30 p.m . — 12:00 p,m,
SA TU R D A Y A SU N D A Y
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 p jn .
D ELIVER Y o f SAN D W ICH
ORDER of F IV E or MORE
10 Jenkins C t„ Durham, N .H .
UN 8-2712

$12
25%

SUITABLE REPLACEMENT:

OFF

Enjoy
New York’s
greatest, newest
hotel at Special
College Rates.

ICE

40c BAG

THE WILDCAT
SPO RTSW EAR

OFF

Coach Harris

Coached with John Steigman
at Rutgers University for four
years, and later moved to the
University of Pennsylvania.
Coach Harris is married with
three daughters and a son.

Italian Sandwich
Shop

FINAL CLEARANCE
ALL SPORT COATS

In Navy

He served in the US Navy and
served 32 months being dis
charged with the rank of Lieu
tenant, He then tried out for the
Philadelphia Eagles and later
played for the Bethlehem Bull
dogs in the old American Foot
ball League,
He coached high school in Ill
inois and later earned his M.S.
from Colorado State University
in 1951.

FOR

TH E

E N TIR E

It’s right in the heart of every
thing that’s happening. Like
theatres, supper clubs, Rocke
feller Center, and just off excit
ing Broadway.
SPECIAL RATES

F A M IL Y

Students:

SWEATERVILLE, USA

$6 each, 2 in room.
$5 each, 3 in room. $10 single.

TH E M OST U N U SU A L STORE IN N E W H AM PSH IR E

LADIES^ WEAR

30%

Faculty:

OFF

$6, $7.50, $9 each, 2 in room.
$12 single.

Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices

NOW!

For reservations, contact Mr. Kent
T H E N E W Y O R K I H IL T O N
at Rockefeller Center 1

Portsmouth M ills Factory Store

Durham

BRAD McINTIRE
New Hampshire

Maplewood Avenue. Portsmouth, N. H.

53 rd & 54th Streets
Ave. of the Americas
New York, N. Y. 10019
Phone 212-JU 6-7000

L.

Ak
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Warren Harris Takes Over Head Gridiron Post
Dr. Long
Clarifies
Boston
Move

UNH hockey coach Rube Bjorkman hands first puck ever scored in Snively Arena to goal
getter Brad Houston, Houston’ s effort went for not however, as the Wildcats blew two goal lead
in losing to Norwich 4-3, Over 2200 fans attended the season opener on home ice.

Frosh Hockey
Out For '65

The UNH freshman hockey
team had their first and last
practice last Friday night. Coach
Ted Conners and varsity mentor
Rube Bjorkman decided there
were too few candidates (ll)w ith
too little experience to support a
schedule.
The team was slated to play
three games next week. Coach
Bjorkman also has a little re
shuffling to do with his varsity
when he lost Bert Myer and John
Milne through academic failure,
thereby breaking up his M Line.
Milne had scored five goals and
seven assists while Myer had
three goals and two assists.
Defenseman Brad Houston was
moved up to offensive position
combining with Dude Thorn and
Bob McCarthy. The second line
was composed of John Gil day, Joe
O’ Keefe and Barry Jones,
Houston continues to lead the
scorers with eight goals and nine
assists for 17 points. He also
had 82 penalty minutes.
Goalie Colin Clark’ s record
shows a 4.2 goal allowed average
while turning in 411 saves to
date.

Hoop Team Drops Pair
The University of New Hamp
shire basketball team, just mark
ing time until season’ s end,
dropped two games last week aS
they resumed second semester
competition. The Cats turned in
a fine showing against MIT but
bowed 101-94 and then lost to
Yankee Conference opponents UMaine 84-67.
Randy Daniels had 30 points
for the Wildcats against lllIT but
it wasn’ t enough to offset the
porous UNH defense which al
lowed over 100 points for the first
time this year. The win for the
Engineers avenged last season’ s
UNH victory by one point in the
Blue Nose Classic championship
game in Canada, the win that gave
UNH the classic title.
John Gillette sparkled for UMaine Saturday as his 27 points
were the stepping stone to the
Bears YC win on the Lewis
Fieldhouse court.
Lose H om e and Daniels
UNH lost Daniels early with
four fouls and Tom Horne played
sub par ball scoring only six
points before fouling out at the
midway mark of the second half.
The Wildcats, 1 - 14, hosted
Vermont last night, next host

Attention All Fraternity Rushees
A LL RUSHEES MUST REGISTER A T THE I.F.C. OF
FICE LOCATED ON THE BOTTOM FLOOR OF THE
UNION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE- BIDS W ILL NOT BE
EXTENDED TO UNREGISTERED RUSHEES.

UMass Saturday before hitting the
road for Boston and a meeting
with Northeastern.
Games with Connecticut, Rhode
Island and Maine will close out
the season by March 2,
Frosh Win
The freshman who toppled MIT
last week 89-83 hosted Exeter
yesterday and next play at home
against Rhode Island Feb. 24.

Rifle Team Hosts
VermontSaturday
The New Hampshire rifle team
dropped their most recent meet to
the University of Maine 12741147 last Saturday. UNHer Jan
Hermon was again the outstanding,
gunman for coach Norman Tufts’
team.
UNH meets Vermont Saturday
at 9:30 and coach Tufts again
stresses that he still has many
plapes open on his team.

STRAND

Plus

The University of New Hamp
shire’ s newly arrived head foot
ball coach Warren Harris rea
lized the stern task ahead of him
as he tries to rebuild the foot
ball program here in Durham and
sees a stronger recruiting policy
as one major step in the right
direction,
Harris, who arrived here Sun
day, stated that he felt UNH has
limited itself to too small an area
in the past. “ We want all the New
Hampshire boys we can get, to
form a nucleus,* he stated, “ be
cause of their loyalty to the
state, a feeling which will be con
tagious to others on the team,*
But the 42 year old form er Little
All-American feels we should ex
pand into New York and New
Jersey areas in our recruiting.
Harris decided to make the
move here from Princeton (where
he was defensive coach) because
o f the progressive attitudes of
the University and Dr, James
Long toward building a stronger
athletic program than has been
evident in past years. “ I feel
that once we get started anybody
who plays for us will enjoy it...
I feel that we can create an at
mosphere where a boy will be glad
and proud that he played ball
here.*
In discussing his move, the
personable coach said, “ An^ime
one makes a move such as this
to a head coaching level he should
regard not the won-lost records
of the past, but the attitude of
the school toward the future ath
letic program,*
The type of boy Harris likes
is the one who first seeks a good
education and who is interested in
football enough to make sacrafices for his team and the school,
“ There is no easy way to play
football. The boys will have to
work and work hard toward the
goal which we are all trying to
reach.
“ I can oe a humorist or a
sterm task master,* said Harris,
“ but I always have the boy at
heart. After all, he’ s my bread
and butter.*
Coach Harris will have a lot
to say in the selection of his
staff which will include present
coaches Bill Haubrich and Ted
Conners. An assistant and fresh
man coach will soon be hired by
the University.

DOVER

FEB. 17-23

GUN FIGHTERS of CASA GRANDE

DANBURY, N.H.

These misunderstandings can
not be recalled, but there is the
opportunity to rectify the situa
tion. Warren Harris, who was the
number one choice of the staff and
administration, has arrived on
the campus as the new Head Foot
ball Coach, We hope that every
one will give him their full sup
port, We have every intention to
build our football and all athletic
teams into competitive and re
spectable representatives of the
University of New Hampshire.
I sincerely hope that the stu
dents are aware of the adminis
tration’ s feelings that its first
responsibility is to the students
and University. If ever any stu
dent should feel that the athletic
administration is in some w a /
not fulfilling this primary re
sponsibility, we hope that you
will bring your questions directly'
to us. The door is always open
to you.
James W. Long
Director

TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING

U N IV E R S IT Y
B A R B E R SHOP

GRANT’S

and have

Free Delivery on Campua io f O rden o f
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon*-FrL

P R IC E D FRO M . 9 0 . 1.S0

Bruce Grant, Manager

ROBERT P . A U E
Doctor o f Optometry

flA G '

ROUTE 93 to 4 to 104

During the past few weeks,
there has been some conjecture
concerning changes in personnel
in the Athletic Department.
Changes such as these take place
only after much thought and con
sideration have been given to the
welfare of students, the Univer
sity, and those individuals di
rectly involved. It is evident that
because of our desire to make
this change with as little dis
turbance as possible, specula
tions and rumors have run ram
pant. These speculations have
threatened to damage the repu
tation of the University and have
led to misunderstandings.

NEED A HAIRCUT

A DEUCIOUS PIZZA

* 48 0 0 ’ Chair & 1000’ T -B ar
* 7 T rails & slopes, nov. - exp.
* H ans J a e g e r Ski Sch ool, USE AS A
Call 768-2751

Athletic Director told the NEW
HAMPSHIRE the following in try
ing to clarify the situation to the
satisfaction of all University of
New Hampshire students:

P IZ Z A

COME TO

MAJOR NEW SKI AREA
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

As far as many UNH students
are concerned, the Chief Boston
move is all passe now that Warren
Harris has been named the new
head football coach. There were
many misunderstandings during
the past few weeks, many started
from the pens of Phil Chase and
Joe Barnea of the state paper.

UNH 1949

Honrs 9-5 :S9 sad by Appoiataieat.

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
l^ m p t Service on
Repaira o f A ll Types
479 Ccatral Ave.
Davor
Tolopboao SH 2-5719
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Students failing to follow the alphabetized sichedule of registration, joined long lines
at New Hampshire Hall last Thursday.

Tiffany Photo

Smiles, Sobs. . . McConnell M eets W ith Campus Leaders

(Continued from page 1)
correctly onto their pre-registra
tion slips. Another 14 or 15 new
students were missed because we
couldn’ t match their numbers with
anything.
“ To get around this, number and
name will be preprinted on the
cards next semester and in the in
structions we will ask that stu
dents please read the catalogue
carefully and ask for courses that
are there.*
Durgin estimated that 85% of the
students were programmed as sue
cessfully by the machine as under
any other system.
“ It is hard to get a good feed
back,* he claimed, “ because cam
pus leaders are against the pro
cess. We see only the troubled
ones.*
Most of the difficulties in pro
gramming came with the last 500
schedules entered into the ma
chine. According to Durgin, there
were no more sections available
in which to put students. All the
originals and the alternates on the
last five hundred schedules were
closed. In this case some students
wound up with a blank slip of paper
on registration day.
Many of the students’ schedules
that could not be processed be
cause of the closed sections, when
only one section was offered, were
included anyway, Durgin explained,
so that they would not receive blank
schedules.
A want ad in the Colorado Daily:
Male and Female Roommate
needed at Varsity Manor.

(Continued from page 1)
views on the speaker ban. He
said in the text of the reply that
he “ suggest that instead of the
term ‘ subversive organization,’
the term s, ‘ Communist Party
and the American Nazi Party,’ be
submitted.*
In the letter he said that he
preferred to allow the University
Trustees to handle the situation
but that “ unfortunately, within the
year those Trustees were faced
with this situation, and they chose
to allow a self-admitted Com
munist to speak at the University.
They were, they said, upholding
the cause of so -ca lle d ‘ Academic
freedom,’ *
Governor King said he believed
in academic freedom but no aca
demic license, and that he didn’ t
believe that students had to en
tertain Communists on campus to
learn about Communism. “ We
don’ t have to be bitten by a rattle
snake in order to understand the
power of his venom,* he illus
trated.
President John W, McConnell
sent individual letters to the
twenty-nine UNH alumni who are
members of the Legislature urg
ing the defeat of the speaker ban
bill. He said that the “ most ef
fective means of defeating objec
tionable and dangerous ideas and
their advocates is to permit free
expression subject to critical
questioning and analysis.*
A copy of the letter sent to
the 29 alumni was sent to Repre
sentative Feldman, also an alum

nus,
Sunday, February 14:

A group of 45 students met
with President McConnell Sunday
afternoon. The President called
student leaders of major organi
zations and presidents of housing
units together in order to inform
the student body of the situation.
They met for approximately 45
minutes.
Leaders of New Hampshire’ s
veterans met in Manchester and
unanimously adopted a resolution
to support the Feldman bill.
There are 80,000 veterans living
in the state.
Chapters of the American As
sociation of University P rofes
sors and other faculty from UNH,
Dartmouth, Plymouth, Keene and
St, Anselm’ s met to discuss the
issue of the speaker ban. They
are now preparing a statement
o f support backing the UNH fa
culty’ s stand.
Monday, February 15:

President McConnell met at
3 p.m. with leaders of campus
political organizations to inform
them of the administration’ s
on the issue and the developments
to date.
UNH faculty, after a meeting
with President McConnell over
budgetary matters, unanimously
adopted a resolution opposing
both the legislation that would
take from the Board of Trustees
the authority over who can speak
on campus, and any bill that “ abridges the Board’ s policies re
garding freedom of inquiry and

freedom of speech,*
Over 350 faculty members at
tended the meeting at which they
also empowered the faculty coun
cil to appoint one or more mem
bers to represent the faculty at
any legislative hearings and to
present testimony “ that fully ex
presses the sentiment of the fa
culty as stated in the resolution,*
Tuesday, February 16:

The MANCHESTER UNIONLEADER.
Publisher William Loeb wrote
“ Incredible is the only word for
the fact that the Republican House
leadership has urged Rep. Saul
Feldman not to bring in his bill
dealing with the problem of Com
munist speakers using stateowned facilities as platforms
from which to spew out their poi
son.*

Meet Your Friends
at

La Cantina

Franklin
Fri. - Sat.

Feb. 19 - 20

ALL FIGURE SKATES
REDUCED 20%

HARDWARE
HOUSE

INVITATION TO A
GUNFIGHTER
Yul Brynner
6:30 - 8:30

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts.
Reserved for Faculty,
Staff & Students
New Swimming Pool
RENTAL AG E N TS:
Roger & Rodney Smith
23 & 25 Rockhni Ave.
Portsmouth
436-0567
436-7228

O'NEILS RESTAURANT
EVERY W EDNESDAY

A L L Y O U C A N E A T — 85c
ot

FISH-STICK DINNER
Vegetable
Rolls and Batter
Real Mashed Potato or F.F.
OPEN

9 SJB. - 7 pijn. (Mon* - FVL)
10:30 a.in. - 7 pwm. (Sst. - Sun.)

1959 CHEV. BROOKWOOD
Wagon 6 cyl. std.
$688

1956 CHEV. STA. WAGON
6 cyl., std.
$238

1963 MONZA
Extra Clean

4

dr.

Auto.
$1,788

1960 MONZA OR A 1961
CORVAIR 700 Cpe. Auto.
$988

AS IS
NO TRADE SPECIAL.
WiU Sell a Good Running
1960 VOLKSW AGON Sedan
average condition with a

radio. Book Value, $885, Our
price.

$99 Buys four good tires.
W e are including a 1958
Four door Sedan that runs
(to wheels the tires are at
tached) with a radio that
plays.

$1,488 Buys this old friend
that has worn, out its wel
come. A Good 1961 Chevro
let 6 cyl. Suburban Station
Wagon with Radio,
Std.
Transmission and Positraction. OK Warranty included.

Smu - Mon. - Feb. 21 - ^

BUCKET
(Color)
Peter O’Toole
Richard Bxirton
6:30 - 9:06
Tues. - Wed.

W e need good used cars —
COME ON DOWN (4 miles
down Rte. 108 that is) for
a real deal on a new 1965
Chevrolet, Chevelle, Corvair,
Chevy II, or Chevrolet truck.

Feb. 23 - 24

LOS TARANTOS
U ^ E R S I T Y HILL
at Seacrest Village

I960 CHEV. IMPALA
4 dr. 8 cyl. Auto P/Steering
& Brakes
$1,188

Stanley Kramer’s

(Cfolor)

WANTED
ONE GOOD HORN PLA Y E R
INTERESTED IN SUMMER W ORK
W rite:
HAW THORNE LODGE
BOX 909
LYNN, MASS.
Or Call:
DICK SHMISHKISS
EXT. 331

USED
CAR
PRICES!

(CJolor) (Spanish)
“ A Bold and Exciting Film”
Bosley Crowther, N .Y . Times
6:30 - 8:30

Coming
Ingmar Bergman’s

TRILOGY
Feb. 25
Mar. 12
M ar. 18

OPEN HOUSE
FEB. 22nd
REFRESHMENTS

GREAT BAY
Motor Co. Inc.
Tel. 659-3215
Newmarket, N. H.
Your Local Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer

